fun what’s new

train the brain

style in the house

Make your little one arrive fashionably with the new Cat Daddy collection
from Hopscotch. An elegant range of clothing along with shoes and
accessories, this exclusive curation for infant and toddler boys is sure to make
your munchkin look adorable. `449 upwards. Available at hopscotch.in.

Want Kiddo to be brighter and
sharper? KUBE’s educational
game box works on building
logic, creative thinking, curiosity
and concentration. Available
in eight themes including
Kindergarten years, Animal
Safari, Solar System, and Marvels
of India, this is a unique way
to hone your kid’s intelligence
using augmented reality. `1,499
in
at amazon.in

it’s rock-ing
ing

10 unique
i
time pieces
ti
i
inspired
by Star Wars from Fastrack will
bowl you over. Choose your
favourites from this stunning
collection. Available for `995 at
all Fastrack stores nationwide.

Crocs’ Disney Star Wars Collection
brings a comfortable range with glowin-the-dark elements for your tiny feet
to literally stand out! Priced at `2,495
upwards. Available at leading retail
outlets nationwide.

happy snoozing
hap

The b
brand new Teddyy Baby Diapers offer
your baby freedom from sleepless nights.
With super-absorbent dual core padding
and a wetness indicator, these diapers are
fortied with aloe vera, olive oil, vitamin
E and chamomile and available in S,M,L
and X
XL sizes. `130 upwards. Find them in
depa
departmental stores nationwide and at
amaz
amazon.in
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child

St
Story
Rocks
R
k ffrom B
Bookosaurus
k
iis
a bag of hand-painted pebbles,
encouraging kids to create their
own story. `600, available at
facebook.com/groups/bookosaurus

no more burden

This smart nappy bag takes care of
all your travel worries. It comes with
a front pocket changing station with
a detachable quilted changing
mat, mesh side pockets for
bottles and lots of room
inside. Wear it on your
shoulders or clip it to
your pushchair. `7,545
upwards. Available at
cathkidston.com

ALL THE PRICES WERE CHECKED AT THE TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

may the force be with you!

